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Abstract
We study lepton flavor violation (LFV) in tau decays induced by heavy
Majorana neutrinos within two models: (I) the Standard Model with ad-
ditional right{handed heavy Majorana neutrinos, i.e., a typical seesaw{type
model; (II) the Standard Model with left{handed and right{handed neutral
singlets, which are inspired by certain scenarios of SO(10) models and het-
erotic superstring models with E6 symmetry. We calculate various LFV
branching ratios and a T{odd asymmetry. The seesaw Model I predicts
very small branching ratios for LFV processes in most of the parameter
space, but it can reach maximal branching ratios Br( ! γ)10−10 and
Br( ! 3)10−11 in a very restricted parameter region. In contrast,
Model II may show large enough branching ratios Br( ! eγ)10−8 and







One of the many puzzles remaining in the current phenomenology of particle physics
is to understand the smallness of the masses (
< 1 eV) of standard neutrinos e;  and
 , compared to those of charged leptons. If neutrinos are of a Dirac nature, nonzero
masses could be obtained in the Standard Model (SM) by introduction of a sterile right{
handed neutrino. On the other hand, if neutrinos have a Majorana nature, more appealing
solutions to the small neutrino mass problem exist. In order to avoid the explicit breaking
of the SM gauge symmetry and still obtain nonzero Majorana mass terms (via spontaneous
symmetry breaking), an additional Higgs triplet is needed in the SM. The latter would
result in physical Nambu{Goldstones, but these have been excluded by experiments at LEP.
On the other hand, various models in the context of extended gauge structures result in
Majorana mass terms and could give possible solutions to the neutrino mass problem. An
appealing solution is the seesaw mechanism [1] within the framework of SO(10) or left{right
symmetric models. In the conventional seesaw models, the eective light neutrino masses
are within the scales of eV and MeV via a relation involving the hierarchy between very large
Majorana masses and the Dirac masses at the electroweak scale. Another possible solution
was investigated in the framework of heterotic superstring models [2] with E6 symmetry or
certain scenarios of SO(10) models [3], where the low{energy eective theories include new
left{handed and right{handed neutral isosinglets and assume conservation of total lepton
number in the Yukawa sector.
One possibility to test the neutrino sector lies in the study and measurement of lepton{
flavor{violating (LFV) processes, e.g.,  ! eγ or 3e;  ! γ or 3;  ! eγ or 3e. Such
processes are practically suppressed to zero in the SM, due to the unitarity of the lep-
tonic analog of the CKM mixing matrix and the near masslessness of the three neutrinos.
Motivated by the aforementioned models with an extended neutrino sector, the authors
in Refs. [4{6] derived analytic expressions for LFV decay rates of charged leptons in such
models with heavy Majorana neutrinos. The authors of Ref. [7] gave a model{independent
framework for analyzing  ! eγ and  ! 3e processes and investigated specic features
of several Supersymmetric GUTs. They focused on Parity{ and T{violating asymmetries
involving muon polarization in the initial state.
Some generic properties of LFV processes and the corresponding constraints on the
neutrino mass matrix have been studied in Ref. [8]. Phenomenological studies of various
LFV and lepton{number{violating processes have appeared in the literature, including direct
production of heavy Majorana neutrinos at various colliders [9], heavy Majorana mediated
processes [10], and LFV processes (including  ! eγ and  ! γ) in supersymmetric
frameworks [11].
In this paper we will consider LFV decays of tau leptons in the framework of the two
aforementioned models with extended neutrino sectors. We will concentrate on the calcu-
lation of the corresponding LFV branching ratios and the corresponding expected numbers
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of events. In addition, we will calculate a T{odd asymmetry induced by these processes.1
In Sec. II we review the two models in question. In Sec. III we present the formulas for the
branching ratios of charged lepton decays, l ! l0γ and l ! 3l0, and the T{odd asymmetry
within these two models. In Sec. IV we present numerical estimates for LFV tau decays,
exploring the possibility of obtaining sizable rates that can be measured in the foreseeable
future, yet keeping consistency with present experimental constraints. We give a summary
and state our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. TWO SEESAW-TYPE MODELS
To set up our notation, we briefly review the two models considered in Ref. [4]: We call
Model I the SM with the addition of right{handed neutrinos (singlets under the gauge group)
and with the seesaw mechanism involved, and Model II the SM with both left{handed and
right{handed neutral singlets.
In Model I, there is a number NR of right{handed neutrinos, Ri, in addition to the
NL standard left{handed neutrinos Li (NL also stands for the number of generations in
the SM). The Yukawa interaction containing the neutrino masses (after gauge symmetry























and can always be diagonalized with a congruent transformation:
UMUT = M^; (3)
where U is a unitary matrix. The mass eigenstates are a total of NL + NR Majorana


















1Under the assumption of CPT symmetry, CP violation is equivalent to T violation. While
standard CP violation appears in the quark sector, it could also arise, for example, in processes
which involve only elementary (SM) bosons [12] or (heavy) Majorana neutrinos [13,14].
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The rst NL mass eigenstates (n‘, ‘ = 1;    ; NL) are light and are identied with the
standard partners of the charged leptons, while the remaining NR mass eigenstates (nh,
h = NL + 1;    ; NL + NR) are heavy Majorana neutrinos.
As notation, we will consistently use the indices a; b; c to refer to all interaction eigenstates
a (both standard and extra neutrinos), while to explicitly indicate the standard interaction
eigenstates, we use the index l (lepton flavor). Similarly, we will use i; j; k to refer to all
mass eigenstates ni, while the index ‘ (as in n‘) will indicate the rst NL (light) neutrinos,
and the index h (as in nh) the remaining (heavy) neutrinos.
We can then construct the interaction Lagrangian for leptons (including the Majorana
neutrinos) and gauge bosons (W and Z). Ref. [4] introduced a NL(NL+NR)-dimensional
matrix B of charged current interaction coecients, and a (NL + NR) (NL + NR)- dimen-









where the charged leptons are taken in their mass basis. In this model, the ratio between the
Dirac mass (mD) and the Majorana mass (mM) characterizes the strength of the heavy{to{
light neutrino mixings (slL )
2  ∑h jUhlj2 ( jmDj2=jmM j2), as well as the size of the physical
light neutrino masses:
mlight  m2D=mM : (6)
In this model, it is the very low experimental bounds on mlight (
< 1 eV) which impose
severe constraints on the jmDj  jmM j hierarchy required, and consequently also on the
heavy{to{light neutrino mixings.
Alternatively, Model II contains an equal number NR of left{handed neutral singlets,
SLi, as well as right{handed neutrinos, Ri [2,3], where we assume that L = 2 interactions
are absent. After the electroweak symmetry breaking, the Yukawa sector relevant for the


























This model predicts, for each generation, a massless Weyl neutrino, and two degenerate
neutral Majorana neutrinos. Consequently, the seesaw{type restriction in Eq. (6), imposed
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by the light neutrinos within the previous model, does not apply here [15,16]. In Model II,
it is not the smallness of light neutrino masses but the present experimental bounds on the
heavy{to{light mixing parameters (slL )
2  jmDj2=jmM j2 (< 10−2, see later) which imposes
a certain level of hierarchy jmDj < jmM j between the Dirac and Majorana mass sector.
This hierarchy is in general much weaker than in the seesaw{type models. Although this
simple model features massless neutrinos in the light sector, nonzero masses for the light
neutrinos can still be generated by introducing small perturbations in the lower right block
of M [Eq. (8)], which corresponds to small Majorana mass terms for the neutral singlets
SLi, without much eect on the mixings.
III. FLAVOR–VIOLATING TAU DECAYS WITHIN THESE MODELS
Recently LFV processes have been investigated extensively because SUSY GUTs predict
that the branching ratios for  ! eγ and  ! 3e and the − e conversion rate in a nucleus
can reach just below present experimental bounds [7,17]. Here we address the predictions
for LFV decays of the form l ! l0γ and l ! 3l0 within the models of Section II.
We can nd the amplitudes for l ! l0γ and l ! 3l0 in terms of our model parameters.
These processes occur only at one loop level or higher in the (extended) electroweak theory.
The amplitude for l ! l0γ (a γ-penguin with the photon on the mass shell) is






(ml′PL + mlPR)ul ; (9)




W , are the squared neutrino masses
inside the loop, in units of MW (Gγ(x) is a loop function given below). We have denoted
NR in Model I and 2NR in Model II generically as ~NR.
The amplitude for l ! 3l0 receives contributions from γ−penguins, Z−penguins and box
diagrams, namely [4]:































































The loop functions that appear in these expressions have the following explicit forms:
Fγ(x) =
7x3 − x2 − 12x
12(1− x)3 −
x4 − 10x3 + 12x2
6(1− x)4 ln x ; (13)
Gγ(x) = −2x
3 + 5x2 − x
4(1− x)3 −
3x3
2(1− x)4 ln x ; (14)
FZ(x) = − 5x
2(1− x) −
5x2
2(1− x)2 ln x; (15)
GZ(x; y) = − 1
2(x− y)[
x2(1− y)
1− x ln x−
y2(1− x)






1− x ln x−
y2 − 4y
1− y ln y] ; (17)
FBox(x; y) =
1



















(1− y)2 )] ; (18)
GBox(x; y) = −
p
xy
















(1− y)2 )] : (19)
It is convenient to abbreviate the combinations of mixing elements and loop functions that









































BliBl′i Gγ(i) ; (23)
Now, the most general eective Lagrangian for the processes l ! l0γ and l ! 3l0 is:
L = −4GFp
2

































where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, the subindices R and L refer to fermion chirality
(projected by (1 + γ5)=2 and (1− γ5)=2 respectively), AR and AL are dimensionless electro-
magnetic penguin coupling constants, while gi, (i = 1;    ; 6) are dimensionless four-fermion
coupling constants. Processes with real photons like l ! l0γ receive contributions from AR
and AL only, while l ! 3l0 receive contributions from all of the couplings above.
All of these couplings are in general complex numbers and calculable in lepton flavor
violating models. In the case of our models, we have:


































where w = g
2
2=(4)  0:0339,  = e20=(4). In terms of these couplings, the decay rate for
l ! l0γ was calculated in Ref. [7] as
Γ(l ! l0γ) = Γ(l ! eel)  3842(jARj2 + jALj2): (30)
Similarly, the integrated decay rate for l ! 3l0, with a cut  in the nal phase space
(see below), is also found in Ref. [7]:
Γ(l ! 3l0)[] = Γ(l ! eel)  3
{( jg1j2 + jg2j2
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+ Re (eAR g

4 + eAL g

3) I4[] + Re (eAR g
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(1 + )(1− 2)2: (36)
The cut  (< 1), which was introduced to optimize a T-odd asymmetry AT (explained
below) and should be xed after analyzing the actual experimental distribution in the Dalitz
plot, is dened as follows. Let E1 be the energy of one of the nal leptons in a given event,
ml the mass of the decaying lepton and ml′ the mass of any of the nal leptons. Then the
full range for E1 is:










One then considers only the events in a kinematic range below certain energy E1 <
(1−) ml=2, (with  > 3m2l′=m2l ), and chooses the value of  that maximizes the fol-
lowing T-odd asymmetry AT in l ! 3l0 decays. In the numerical analysis, we found that
the results are rather insensitive to the precise value of , as long as it is of order m2l′=m
2
l .
A T-odd asymmetry can be dened in the decays l ! 3l0 which is sensitive to the
CP phases of the neutrino mixing matrices, but has the experimental drawback that it
requires independent knowledge of the initial lepton polarization (in this case, the tau lepton
polarization). Dening, in the CM frame, the decay plane as the plane that contains the
three nal momenta, then AT is the asymmetry between the cases when the polarization of
the initial lepton points to one side or to the other side of the decay plane. Geometrically,
AT is a -angle asymmetry, where  is the angle between the decay plane and the plane
that contains the polarization vector of the initial lepton l and the momentum of the nal







d− ∫ 2 dΓdd
Γ
(38)



























































IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Severe constraints may come from data on neutrino flavor oscillations and the present
bound on the electron neutrino mass me < 3 eV from tritium beta decay. The solar neutrino
anomaly can be interpreted either by matter enhanced neutrino oscillations if m2sol 
110−5 eV2 with small or large mixing, or by vacuum oscillations if m2sol  10−10 eV2 with
maximal mixing. The atmospheric neutrino experimental data shows evidence for m2atm 
2:210−3 eV2 with maximal mixing. We will assume that m2sol = jm2µ−m2e j and m2atm =
jm2τ − m2µ j. Since m2sol << m2atm, we may also take m2atm = jm2τ − m2ej. Since
m2atm << 3
2 eV2, we have the following upper bounds for all three light neutrino masses:
me ; mµ; mτ < 3 eV. Ref. [18] investigated possible patterns of the Majorana neutrino
mass matrix which are compatible with these results and the non-observation of neutrinoless
double beta decay. In the models we are considering, a number of low-energy experiments
set upper bounds on possible non-Standard-Model couplings, which are characterized in
Refs. [4,19] as (slL )
2  ∑nh jBlhj2. A recent analysis [20] of bounds on the mixing parameters
(slL )
2 (l=e; ; ) gives:
(seL )
2 < 0:0071; (s
µ
L )
2 < 0:0014; (sτL )
2 < 0:033: (42)
As the bound on (s
µ
L )
2 is tighter, LFV muon decays are consistently more suppressed than
tau decays. We will therefore concentrate our numerical analysis on tau decays, although
the analysis of muon decays follows in a similar way. We will study the consequences of
these models on tau decay rates of forbidden modes and CP violating asymmetries, using
the constraints in Eq. (42) as well as the atmospheric neutrino oscillation data, m2atm and
the current bound on me , quoted above. To date, the experimental upper bounds on  ! lγ
and  ! 3l are [21]:
Br(− ! −γ) < 1:1 10−6; (43)
Br(− ! e−γ) < 2:7 10−6; (44)
Br(− ! −−+) < 1:9 10−6; (45)
Br(− ! e−e−e+) < 2:9 10−6: (46)
It is then important to verify if the models we are considering, keeping consistency with
the constraints, are able to predict values for these branching ratios that are close to their
present bounds.
A. Model I
First, let us study Model I in the two{generation SM with an extension of two right{
handed neutrinos. The structure of CP-violating phases in these types of models was studied
in Ref. [13]. In the case of N generations, the leptonic charged current mixing matrix (or
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Maki{Nakagawa{Sakata matrix) is a N  2N complex matrix UMNS = B [see Eq. (5)]: it
contains N(N−1) independent phases, which are identied as (N−1)(N−2)=2 Dirac phases,
N − 1 Majorana phases in the light neutrino sector, and the remaining N(N − 1)=2 phases.
The latter arise from the mixing of light and heavy neutrinos, and are called heavy phases.
The neutrino mass spectrum for N =2 consists of two light Majorana neutrinos (which are
identied with two of the three known neutrinos) and two heavy Majoranas denoted by n3
and n4. In this case, the charged current mixing matrix UMNS = B
 is a 2  4 complex
matrix. Therefore, it has 8 real and 8 imaginary parameters. It also satises two general
conditions: rst, the unitarity condition UMNS(UMNS)
y = 122, imposes 3 constraints for the
real parts and 1 for the imaginary parts; second, the seesaw condition UMNS M^ UTMNS = 022
leads to 3 constraints for each the real and imaginary parts. Then, there remain 2 real parts
and 4 phases. After absorbing 2 unphysical phases into the two charged lepton elds, we
have 2 independent physical phases {one Majorana phase (N−1 = 1) and one heavy phase
(N(N−1)=2 = 1).













where a; b; c; d are real. Two phases, 1 and 2, parametrize the Majorana and heavy phase
in the two{generation scheme. We can identify the Majorana and heavy phases dened
in Ref. [13] after a suitable transformation of our parametrization. The 4  4 symmetric
neutrino mass matrix M can always be diagonalized by a unitary matrix U , in the form
UMUT = Mdiag, where Mdiag is a diagonal matrix with real positive elements (see the
appendix).
Typical seesaw models of this kind produce an eective light neutrino mass matrix
































 (1 +O(m2Dm−2M )) ; (48)
and lepton flavor violating couplings of order mDm
−1
M . Therefore, the upper bound on the
electron neutrino mass usually severely constrains the neutrino mass matrix as well as the
coupling strengths. LFV processes thus tend to be very suppressed.
Let us estimate the usual size of these LFV processes, and their upper bounds. First,
we demand −  mixing to be close to maximal, to be consistent with recent atmospheric
neutrino decit experiments [22]. The mixing matrix among the light neutrinos (i:e: the
upper left part of U y in Eq. (4)) is approximately unitary, of the form:
V 
(
cos  − sin  exp(−i")




where  = =4 corresponds to maximal mixing, and " is a CP phase, function of 1 and 2.
If we demand that the maximal mixing is obtained independently of the values M1 and M2
of the heavy Majorana sector, then this implies the following simple relations in the light
Dirac sector: a2 = c2, b2 = d2, and 1 = 2. The value of  ( 1 = 2) can be restricted to





























the CP{violating parameter " of Eq. (49) is




and the heavy{to{light mixing parameters (42) (s
µ
L )












( s2L) : (52)
We should also take sensible values for M1 and M2, namely above  100 GeV to be consistent
with the non-observation of heavy neutrinos to date. We take the convention M2  M1
( 100 GeV).
We then distinguish two cases for the parameters: case 1) a = c and b = d; case 2)
a = c and b = d.
1. Case 1 (a = c and b = d): We obtain mτ  (a2=M1 + b2=M2), and thus s2L 
mτ =M1 < 3eV=M1 = 3 10−11. Since the branching ratios Br( ! γ) and Br( !




2 (= s4L), this value for s
2
L implies
highly suppressed branching ratios: Br( ! γ) < 10−23 and Br( ! 3) < 10−24.
The corresponding results for Br( ! eγ) and Br( ! 3e) are obtained when we
multiply the above numbers by 1=0:174 = 5:75 [where 0:174 is the branching ratio
Br( !  )]: Br( ! eγ) < 10−22 and Br( ! 3e) < 10−23. The latter values
are still many orders below the respective present experimental bounds (10−11 and
10−12).
2. Case 2 (a = c and b = d): We obtain mτ  2ja2=M1 − b2=M2j, where the equality
is achieved only when  = =2. In the latter case, mµ = 0, and mτ = 2ja2=M1 −
b2=M2j = (m2atm)1=2  0:047 eV. This special case ( = =2) thus allows us to
avoid the suppression of s2L = (a
2=M21 + b
2=M22 ) while keeping a
2=M1 extremely close
to b2=M2. The maximal allowed heavy{to{light mixing parameter s
2
L can then be
saturated s2L = (s
2
L)max = 0:0014 [see Eq. (42)] by the choice of the following parameters
of the Dirac matrix mD:
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a = c = M1(sL)max=
√























where, as mentioned,  = =2. The rates  ! γ and  ! 3 are practically
proportional to (s4L) and approximately reach their maximum (for xed chosen values
of M1 and M2) for the case (53){(54), as shown in the Appendix. The conditions
(53){(54) give us the largest possible branching ratios in Model I, Br( ! γ)10−10
and Br( ! ) < 10−11 (when 100 GeV = M1  M2  1000 GeV). In Fig. 1
we show the two branching ratios as function of M2 by setting M1 = 100 GeV. The
CP{violating asymmetry parameter AT (39) is in this case, unfortunately, equal to
zero, since  = =2 implies " = 0 (51) and thus no CP violation.
The above results refer to the case of the approximately minimal allowed value of M1
(M1 = 100 GeV). The LFV branching ratios increase when M1 increases and M2=M1
and s2L are kept xed. Stated otherwise, the mixing parameter value (sL)
2 needed
to achieve a certain value of the branching ratio decreases when M1 increases (and
M2=M1 is kept xed). This is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 for various xed values of the
 ! γ and  ! 3 branching ratios, respectively.
Now, when we move the value of  away from =2, the allowed branching ratios drops
sharply, mainly due to the required upper bounds mµ ; mτ < 3 eV, i.e. a situation
similar to Case 1 sets in.
The corresponding results for Br( ! eγ) and Br( ! 3e) may again be obtained by
multiplying the above numbers by 1=0:174 = 5:75. However, in the case of the {e




2 (seL )2 < 10−10, i.e., s2L < 10−5, and the branching ratios in the discussed
\optimal" case 2 are lower: Br( ! eγ) < 10−13 and Br( ! 3e) < 10−14, which is at
least two orders below the present respective experimental bounds (10−11 and 10−12).
If we look at the processes  ! eγ and  ! eee, the above analysis does not apply,
because the experimental evidence indicates that in that case the mixing between e and
 is not nearly maximal, but nearly zero [  0 in Eq. (49)]. If we assume that the zero
mixing condition is fullled independently of the heavy Majorana sector, then we obtain
the relations ac = 0 and bd = 0. The cases a = b = 0 and c = d = 0 give us (seL )
2 = 0
and (sτL )
2 = 0, respectively, and thus extremely suppressed branching ratios. The cases
a = d = 0 and b = c = 0 give also very suppressed mixing parameters: (seL )
2(sτL )
2 <
m=M1 < 3eV=100GeV = 310−11, i.e., as in the afore{discussed case 1 we obtain extremely
suppressed branching ratios.
B. Model II
Now let us consider Model II in a two-generation scheme, where the neutrino mass matrix













In this two{generation scheme we have one CP{violating phase  [15]. Although we can
start with the same parametrization as in Eq. (47), we have the freedom to change the
overall phase of a column or row in mD without aecting the observables. The change by
an overall phase corresponds to a CP transformation of the lepton elds. Multiplying the
second column of mD by exp(−i1 + i) and the second row by exp(−i2 + i), and taking
 = (1 + 2)=2, we can get the type of Dirac mass matrix shown in Eq. (55). It is the
existence of the left{handed neutral singlet SL that gives us this freedom to reduce the
number of phases.
In order to estimate the tau decays2 within Model II, let us nd sensible values for the
mass parameters. Again, as in Model I, M1 and M2 should be of the order of 10
2 GeV or
above, to be consistent with the non-observation of heavy neutrinos to date. However, the
larger they are, the more suppressed LFV rates will be. Here we take 100 GeV  M1 
M2  1000 GeV.
Concerning the lower mass parameters in the matrix mD, we should keep in mind that




2 or (sτL )
2(seL )
2. In turn, these mixings are
larger for larger mD, but the latter cannot be too large, so that bounds in Eq. (42) are still
satised.
Accordingly, the elements of mD should be of the order of 10
0{101 GeV. Here we take
rst a = 1 GeV, b = c = d = 10 GeV as representative values. This set of values gives
(sτL )
2  ∑6h=3 jBhj2  0:01, which is not very sensitive to the value of M2, and (seL )2 =∑6
h=3 jBehj2  0:007 at M2  120 GeV, decreasing as M2 increases. We have plotted the
branching ratios for  ! eγ (solid line) and  ! 3e (dashed line) as functions of M2 in
Figs. 4. Figs. 4(a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the cases  = 0, =4, =2 and 3=4,
respectively. Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(d) show that the branching ratios for  = =4 have
almost the same values as those for  = 3=4. The branching ratios are maximally reduced
when  = =2, compared to  = 0 while keeping the same values for the other parameters.
At around M2 = 500 GeV the branching ratios for tau decay in Fig. 4(c) show a peculiar
behavior: the amplitude for  ! eγ changes sign as M2 varies around that value. The exact
value of M2 at which the decay rate for  ! eγ vanishes depends on the other parameters
of the model. This behavior is due to quantum interference between the loop diagrams.
Fig. 5 shows the T{odd asymmetry AT as a function of M2 for  = =4 (solid line) and
 = 3=4 (dashed line). When all four heavy Majorana neutrinos are degenerate, there is
no CP violation [15] and AT =0. Also AT = 0 if  = =2.
2In the same way we can analyze muon decays, which have a much lower experimental upper
bound than tau decays. To obey the experimental constraints, we need to take a bit smaller values
for the parameters a, b, c and d than those we use for tau decays.
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The parameters in Model II are not aected by the experimental upper bound of 3 eV on
the masses of the three light neutrinos, since the light neutrinos in this model are actually
massless. Therefore, the light neutrino mass bounds are irrelevant to our results, as are
the requirements of the maximal ({ , e{) or minimal (e{ mixing. However, it is
well known that many puzzles from the solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments, as
well as from cosmology, can be solved by simple interpretation of the eects as neutrino
oscillations and eV scale neutrino masses. We could easily produce light neutrino masses in
Model II to accommodate neutrino oscillation experiments. For example, the introduction
of small Majorana mass terms for the neutral singlets SLi results in non-zero |as well
as non-degenerate| masses of the light neutrinos, thus giving us the possibility to easily
accommodate m2atm without signicantly aecting the presented LFV rates.
The branching ratios for  ! eγ or  ! 3e in Model II are in general signicantly
larger than those predicted in Model I. Notice however that the  !  rates are more
constrained, due to a mixing coecient (s
µ
L )
2 that is an order of magnitude smaller than
the corresponding one in  ! e decays [cf. Eq. (42)].
One may ask why our choice of a = 1 GeV, b = c = d = 10 GeV, is reasonably
representative. Indeed, one may alternatively not choose these values, but explore ranges
of these Dirac parameters in Model II where the resulting LFV branching ratios, at xed
Majorana masses M1 and M2, are maximal. This is obtained when the inequality (B.3) in the
Appendix becomes equality, and the values of the mixing parameters (sL)
2 are maximized,
i.e., saturated according to (42). In the case of no CP violation ( = 0), and, e.g., for the
e{ scenario, the requirement (B.4) for the inequality (B.3) in the Appendix becoming
equality gives us the relation ad = bc, while the saturation of the values of (sτL )
2 and (seL )
2
gives us two other conditions, for the four Dirac parameters a; b; c; d. This still allows us
the freedom of xing one of the four Dirac parameters. We can, for example, require the
symmetry of the (real) mD matrix: b = c. This then results in the following approximately





1− s21m − s22m
; (56)
b = c = a (s2m=s1m) ; d = a (s2m=s1m)2 ; (57)










max = 0:033, according to the bounds (42). If
we x M1 = 100 GeV, the above values of a; b; c; d become functions of M2. In Fig. 6(a) we
present the LFV branching ratios for this case. They are now, for any value of M2, by a factor
of about 4 larger than the maximal values in Fig. 4(a) which are achieved for M2 = 100
GeV. In Figs. 6(b,c,d) the LFV branching ratios are presented when  = =4; =2; 3=4,
respectively, by using the same formulas (56){(57). With the rise of , the branching ratios
decrease; however, the formulas (56){(57) do not necessarily approximate the maximal values
of the branching ratios when  6= 0. We see from Fig. 6(a) that the LFV branching ratios
in Model II, when 100 GeV = M1M2 1000 GeV, are Br( ! eγ) < 10−8 and Br( !
3e)
< 10−9, and that these values decrease relatively slowly when the parameters of the
Dirac sector (a; b; c; d; ) are moved away from the \optimal" values. This contrasts with
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the LFV branching ratios in the seesaw Model I. The latter model achieved, for the same
range of the Majorana masses 100 GeV = M1 M2  1000 GeV, maximal values of only
Br( ! γ)10−10 and Br( ! 3)10−11 (the e{ and e{ scenarios in Model I gave
even smaller values).
The maximal branching ratios in Model II for the  !  LFV processes are suppressed by








max = 0:0014=0:0071  0:2 [cf. Eq. (42)]. The maximal
branching ratios for the  ! e LFV processes in Model II are suppressed by at least ve
orders of magnitude, in comparison to the  ! e processes, using a logic similar to that
applied in this case to Model I.
While the numerical results in Model II were presented using M1 = 100 GeV, the LFV
branching ratios increase when M1 increases and M2=M1, s1m and s2m are kept xed, a
behavior already encountered in Model I. The Br( ! 3e) increases more signicantly
than Br( ! eγ) (the latter approaching an asymptotic value). We can thus regard our
numerical results in Figs. 4 and 6 as rather conservative values. As a consequence of the
aforementioned variation with M1, the heavy{to{light mixing parameters needed to result
in a given value of a LFV branching ratio decrease when M1 increases, at xed M2=M1. This
behavior is presented in Figs. 7 and 8, where we plot (sτL )
2 as a function of M1, keeping
(seL )
2, M2=M1 and the branching ratios of  ! eγ and  ! 3e as xed parameters.
C. Expected numbers of events
The explicit numbers of expected events in the considered processes depend on the way
the  leptons are produced and on the luminosities involved. For example, the  pairs could
be produced via e+e− ! +− close to the production threshold, or by sitting on a specic
vector meson resonance V : e+e− ! V ! +−. In the latter case, the production rate
e+e− ! V as a function of the CMS energy ps can be approximated as a Breit-Wigner
function
(s; e+e− ! V ) = K 1
[(
p
s−MV )2 + (ΓV =2)2] ; (58)
where MV and ΓV are the mass and the total decay width of the resonance, respectively.
The constant K in Eq. (58) can be xed by invoking the narrow width approximation (nwa)
formula
nwa(s; e
+e− ! V ) = 12
2Γee(V )
MV
(s−M2V ) ; (59)
where Γee(V ) is the partial decay width for V ! e+e−. Namely, the integration of (59)
over the variable s gives us 122Γee(V )=MV , thus xing the constant K in the Breit-Wigner
form (58): K = 3Γee(V )ΓV =M
2














Multiplying this cross section by twice the branching ratio Br( ! eγ(eee)) we obtain
the cross section for the process e+e− ! V ! +− ! eγ(eee) +  . These branching
ratios are
< 10−8(10−9) in Model II, as shown in Figs. 6. For example, if the resonance
is taken to be V = (1S) (MV = 9:46 GeV; Γee(V )=ΓV  Γ (V )=ΓV  0:025), then
(e+e− ! V ! +− ! eγ(eee) + ) would be about 2: (0:2) fb. For a luminosity of
10 fb−1=yr, this corresponds to 20 (2) events per year. Increased luminosities would give
correspondingly larger numbers of events.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
We investigated heavy Majorana neutrino eects on lepton flavor violating (LFV) pro-
cesses of charged lepton decays, in two seesaw-type models: (I) the interfamily seesaw-type
model realized in the SM with right{handed neutrinos, and (II) the SM with left{handed and
right{handed neutral singlets. We calculated a T{odd asymmetry, AT , for charged lepton
decays, to test for CP{violating eects under the assumption of CPT conservation. Model
I is severely constrained in most of the parameter space for the Dirac mass matrix mD by
the actual eV{scale experimental upper bound on the light neutrino masses. It can give
maximal LFV branching ratios Br( ! γ)  10−10 and Br( ! 3)  10−11 in a very
restricted parameter space where the CP-violating asymmetry AT is zero, but otherwise it
gives branching ratios many orders of magnitude smaller. On the other hand, in Model
II the LVF branching ratios can be much larger over a wide range of parameter values,
Br( ! eγ)  10−8 and Br( ! 3e)  10−9, and AT can reach values 10−1. The results
in Model II are insignicantly aected by the experimental bounds on the light neutrino
masses. Model II can predict large enough branching ratios to be tested with near future
experiments.
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Appendix A. DIAGONALIZATION OF A COMPLEX SYMMETRIC MATRIX
For completeness we mention here how to diagonalize a complex symmetric matrix
M [23]. The procedure can be divided in two steps. The rst step is to diagonalize a
generic complex square matrix by means of two unitary matrices U1 and U2 in the form
U1MU y2 = MD, where MD is diagonal, real and with non-negative elements. The second
step is to show that, if the matrix M is symmetric, U1 and U2 can be chosen to be equivalent,
in the sense that U2 = U

1 , and consequently UMUT = MD.
In the rst step, one easily nds two unitary matrices V1 and V2 that diagonalize the
hermitian (although generally dierent) matrices MMy and MyM, i.e. V1MMyV y1 = M2D
and V2MyMV y2 = M2D, where M2D is a diagonal non-negative, real matrix. We now dene
MB  V1MV y2 , which is still a complex matrix. However, to obtain MD  U1MU y2 , one
can show that the required unitary matrices Ui are related to Vi via Vi = KiUi(i = 1; 2),




0 In0 0    0
0 m1In1    0
...
...    0
0 0    mkInk






i 0    0
0 K
(1)
i    0
...
...    0
0 0    K(k)i

 : (A.1)
Here, the dimension of the unitary blocks K
(j)
i is nj. Without loss of generality we can take
K1 = I, so that MB = K1MDKy2 = MDKy2. We then take Ky2 = M0−1D M0B, where M0−1D
is dened as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the inverse of those of MD,
except when the latter are zero in which case we take them as 1 in M0−1D . The matrix M0B
is equal to MB, with the exception of the rst n0n0 block which is taken to be In0 instead
of 0n0 . We can then directly check that the two unitary matrices U1 = V1 and U2 = K
y
2V2
transform M into the real diagonal matrix MD = U1MU y2 .
The second step is to nd a single unitary matrix U such that UMUT = MD, given
that M is (complex) symmetric. One can show that, in this case, the unitary matrices Ui
found above are related as U2 = K  U1 , where K(= U2UT1 ) is a block-diagonal unitary
and symmetric matrix that commutes with MD. A unitary and symmetric matrix can be
diagonalized with a real orthogonal matrix O: K = OTKdO. We then dene the square
root of K as K1=2 = OTK
1=2
d O with the eigenvectors in the matrix O conveniently ordered
so that K1=2 commutes with MD. Then U = (K1=2)yU1 satises UMUT = MD.
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Appendix B. APPROXIMATE MAXIMIZATION OF THE BRANCHING RATIOS










where the rst sum runs over the light, practically massless, intermediate neutrinos, and the
second sum over the heavy neutrinos with masses mh ( M1  M2). The function f depends
of the mass of the exchanged neutrino; in the specic case, it is the loop function (14). We
now approximate the second sum by assuming that all the heavy neutrinos eigenmasses mh
are the same: mh = M . Then this implies, together with the unitarity of the matrix U

















Here we denoted the flavor index l of the heavier charged lepton as 2 and the index l0 of the
lighter one as 1.
The amplitude squared for the l ! 3l0 LFV process is, according to Eqs. (10){(12) and
(20){(23), more complicated. However, in the leading order in mDm
−1
M , and when there is no
CP violation (when matrix U is real), it is straightforward to show that jAj2 is proportional
to the same kind of combination (B.1). Thus, the proportionality (B.2) is approximately
satised also for the l ! 3l0 LFV process.












jUh′1j2  (s2L )2(s1L )2 : (B.3)















Thus, the approximate maximal value of jAj2, and thus of the LFV branching ratios,
is achieved when the values of the heavy{to{light mixing parameters (s2L )
2 and (s1L )
2 are
saturated according to the upper bounds (42) and, at the same time, the mixing matrix U
elements in the heavy{to{light sector satisfy the equalities (B.4).
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In the seesaw Model I (with NL = ~NR = 2), the mixing matrix U elements in the









0  h−2. In
our specic case of maximal mixing (a = c, b =−d, 1 = 2 = =2) we have: U31 = a=M1,
U41 = −ib=M2, U32 = −ia=M1, U42 = −b=M2; the equality (B.4) is fullled; and (s1L )2 =
(s2L )
2 = (a2=M21 + b
2=M22 ).
In Model II (with NL = 2 and ~NR = 4), with  = 0, it can be shown, e.g. by using




h jUh2j2 and (s1L )2 =
∑
h jUh1j2 are saturated by the corresponding upper
bounds of Eq. (42), then the approximate maximal branching LFV ratios are achieved.
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FIG. 1. Branching ratios for  ! γ (solid line) and  ! 3 (dashed line) as functions of M2
in Model I: we set M1 = 100 GeV and the other parameters are chosen in the form (53){(54) which
give maximal branching ratios when 1 = 2   = =2.
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FIG. 2. Mixing parameter s2L (= (s
µ
L )
2 = (sτL )
2) as a function of M1 in Model I, for various
values of Br( ! γ), when M2=M1 = 1 (solid line) and M2=M1 = 10 (dashed line). We set the
Dirac parameters (a; b; c; d) in the form (53){(54), with 1 = 2   = =2 and (sL)max 7! sL. The
maximal (s2L) is 0.0014, according to (42).
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but this time for various xed values of Br( ! 3).
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FIG. 4. Branching ratios for  ! eγ (solid line) and  ! 3e (dashed line) as functions of M2
in Model II: the parameters in the mass matrix are a = 1 GeV, b = c = d = 10 GeV, M1 = 100
GeV, and the CP{violating phase is (a)  = 0, (b)  = =4, (c)  = =2, and (d)  = 3=4.
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FIG. 5. The T-asymmetry AT for the decay  ! eee as a function of M2 with  = =4 (solid
line) and  = 3=4 (dashed line) in Model II. AT = 0 at  = =2. Other parameters are the same
as those for Fig. 1.
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FIG. 6. Branching ratios for  ! eγ (solid line) and  ! 3e (dashed line) as functions of M2,
at xed M1 = 100 GeV, in Model II: the parameters a; b; c; d in the Dirac mass matrix mD are
chosen in the form (56){(57) which give approximately maximal branching ratios when  = 0 (a).
Displayed are also the results when  = =4 (b),  = =2 (c),and  = 3=4 (d), with the same
a; b; c; d.
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FIG. 7. Mixing parameter (sτL )
2 as a function of M1 in Model II, for various xed values of
Br( ! eγ), when M2=M1 = 1 (solid line) and M2=M1 = 10 (dashed line). We set  = 0 and the




max = 0:0071 [cf. Eq. (42)] and
s2m 7! sτL . The maximal value of (sτL )2 is 0.033, according to (42).
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FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7, but this time for various xed values of Br( ! 3e).
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